
VBSCRIPT WRITE ACCESS DATABASE

I am working on a small ap that uses vbscript to write to a ms access db everytime i use it (really for personal use only
so i don't need to worry.

Recordset Object provides a way to access the records from the database. Worksheets 1 obj. Next, the main
task is performed to write the values of name and age in the text file of a particular person using the fields of
the recordset in the cells of the sheet from the database. Next, the main task is performed to store the values of
name and age of a particular person in the excel file as per the query using fields of the recordset in the cells of
the sheet from the database. Close obj. WriteLine obj1. The objects are then closed as the task has been
completed. Excel workbook is then saved. A File object is then closed and the file related objects are released.
Connecting to a Database The Datasource is essentially a connection from the server or workstation to a
database, which can either be on a dedicated machine running SQL server or a database file sitting somewhere
on the web server. We will demonstrate the first two objects. Once you create a DSN for a particular database,
you can use the DSN in an application to call information from the database. A Query is then executed after
opening recordset object by mentioning query and the connection object. This topic formed the basis of the
working with the Database and it would be very helpful for you in the long run if you have a better
understanding of it. Quit obj1. File DSN - Essentially a connection that your script makes itself each time
access to the database is required, specifying the path to and name of the database. Then a Connection Object
that is created above is opened to start working with the object and the Provider details are mentioned. These
are some of the prime scenarios which are important in the proper understanding of the concept. Fields "Age"
obj1. Open "Select name, age from person", obj obj4. WriteLine "" If obj1. The database must reside on the
server in a directory that your script can access for this to work. The above-mentioned ones are the properties
of a Connection Object. Cancel: This is a recordset method which is used for canceling the existing execution
of the Database Connection. WriteLine "Name Age" obj3. In this example, we will connect to a simple
Microsoft Access database. Then, name and age are written using writeline method of file system object. Then
a Connection Object that is created above is opened to start working with the object by providing all the
details about the provider like SQL SERVER, server name, database name, user id, and password. Excel
application will quit as the task has been completed. Save obj2. Overview Probably the most popular use for
VBScript is connecting to databases. This is used to get the item whose index is specified by the total number
of fields present in a recordset. A variety of programs can be used to create it, but probably the most popular is
Microsoft Access. To specify what database you would like to use, you need to add a DSN. Close
objConnection. Properties and Methods of Connection Objects There are different properties and methods that
support to extract data from the database. Next, the main task is performed to fetch the value of acct no. A
Query is then executed after opening the recordset object by mentioning query and connection object. If the
position of the current record is present before the first record of the recordset, then this property will return
true. Close End Sub. Open "Select name, age from person", obj obj3. T he most popular type of DSN and
generally a lot more reliable.


